
The Your Screenplay Sucks! Checklist For Your Pages

Before you hand in a script, ask...  Have you…? 

    Printed your pages to proofread?  Probably not.  Go ahead.  I'll wait.

    Done the entire Seven Deadly Sins list?  Done the entire Rubber Stamp checklist?

    Made sure you haven't repeated in scene description what the slug line says.

    Given us a little description of each new character? Made sure no names begin with the same letter   
or rhyme? 

    Run your spell check?!

    Read your pages out loud, several times?

    Made sure that everything makes sense to a reader who is not you? 

    Does every sentence end with the correct punctuation? 

    Eliminated every hangy-downy word at the end of a paragraph, thus saving a line?

    Where appropriate, does each sentence end with the best, most powerful word?

    Eliminated "novelistic" writing in your scene description? This means getting rid of every time 
"someone thinks, realizes, remembers." If an actor can't act it or you can't photograph it with a camera, 
generally you should not write it in action description.

    Do you have the required one space between FADE IN: and your very first slug line?  And, one 
space above slug lines after DISSOLVE TO:, etc..

    Made any stupid grammatical mistakes you probably should've quit making in fifth grade?

    Does anything important happen off screen that should be seen?

    Do you repeat obvious or unusual words in proximity to one another?

    Do you say more or less the same thing twice in any piece of dialogue? 

    Did you fail to insert a needed slug line in the middle of action description? Do you start in the 
kitchen, have your character run upstairs to the bedroom… but don't put the slug line there?

    Gone through your action description and eliminated every possible word?

    Written any chit-chat dialogue or does all your dialogue move the story forward?

    Do the main characters want something?  Is that desire clear?



    Do all characters speak in (extremely!) different voices?

    Have your characters used appropriate contractions in dialogue?

    Can you perhaps cut the first two lines and/or last two lines of dialouge in each scene?

    In dialogue, did you get rid of most starter words and starter phrases?

    In dialogue, when characters say numbers, have you changed all numbers -- 17 becomes seventeen, 
because actors must know what to say -- to words?

    Introduced CHARACTERS with upper case letters and some character description?  What about 
CAMERA MOVES (rarely!) and SOUND EFFECTS?  

    In action description, have you eliminated mentioning body parts and actor movement 90% of the 
time?

    One page 1, did you set a bit of tone and give us a taste of the world?

    Have you gotten rid of moronic dialogue no one would say:  "What are you doing?"  "What're you 
talking about?"  "What do you mean?"  "Is that a gun in your hand?"

    Have you checked each "scene out" to see if it ends in the best place and if you can make it pop?

    Did you consider adding one or more of the 5 Senses to each scene?  Sight.  Sound.  Touch.  Taste.   
Smell.  

    Are there moments in each scene when characters should react, but don't?

    Have you asked: What was the character doing before they entered the room? Why does the 
character enter the room? What do they want? Is there something you can give them to do?

    Have you given characters hand props they can use to great effect during the scene?

    Are there characters who should or could be in the scene, but aren't... yet?

    When necessary, have you kept the reader abreast of how the characters are feeling?  Do those 
feelings change, escalate?  Are you sure we will know?

    Do you have actions without reactions?  e.g., a handsome man smiles at an old lady... and we never 
see her reaction... Do you have reactions not caused by actions?  

    Finally, have you proofread your work, carefully, repeatedly, like a stainless steel machine, until you
know there are no errors, however small?  Keep in mind the Cambodian girl who left the killing fields 
and moved to Chattanooga.  In 1983, four years after hearing English for the first time, she nearly won 
the National Spelling Bee.  She was afraid to make mistakes because no one told her that America was 
different from Cambodia, where, if you made a mistake, they killed you.


